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Links between cell division and other cellular processes are poorly understood. It is difficult to simultaneously examine division
and function in most cell types. Most of the research probing aspects of cell division has experimented with stationary or immo-
bilized cells or distinctly asymmetrical cells. Here we took an alternative approach by examining cell division events within mo-
tile groups of cells growing on solid medium by time-lapse microscopy. A total of 558 cell divisions were identified among ap-
proximately 12,000 cells. We found an interconnection of division, motility, and polarity in the bacteriumMyxococcus xanthus.
For every division event, motile cells stop moving to divide. Progeny cells of binary fission subsequently move in opposing direc-
tions. This behavior involvesM. xanthus Frz proteins that regulateM. xanthusmotility reversals but is independent of type IV
pilus “S motility.” The inheritance of opposing polarity is correlated with the distribution of the G protein RomRwithin these
dividing cells. The constriction at the point of division limits the intracellular distribution of RomR. Thus, the asymmetric dis-
tribution of RomR at the parent cell poles becomes mirrored at new poles initiated at the site of division.
Many approaches to study cell division utilize traits that read-ily allow the distinction of two progeny cells. For example,
cells displaying “asymmetrical” division traits allow the clear dis-
tinction of numerous characteristics that can then be monitored
while deciphering other unknowns. Caulobacter bacteria are
among the best studied with this distinction (1), but other biolog-
ical examples include: preneuron neuroblast brain cells, budding
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, germ line cells of maleDrosophila, endo-
spore development byBacillus species, andMycobacterium species
subjected to environmental nutrient stress (2, 3). While such ex-
plicitly distinct examples may be rare, nearly all types of cells dis-
play some asymmetrical properties when functioning properly.
There are numerous examples of distinctive asymmetrical and
polarized attributes of cells (4). However, one difficulty that re-
mains in characterizing asymmetrical properties in biology is dis-
tinguishing the timing and order of those intra- and intercellular
attributes that are transient in nature. Alternative to studying
asymmetric cell types that can be readily differentiated, other re-
search strategies to probe stages of division often examine station-
ary or immobilized cells.
Myxococcus xanthus is one of many myxobacteria, common
soil microbes that grow readily in environments rich in complex
organics, such as those containing decaying plants (5) or other
bacteria (6). M. xanthus cells exhibit a symmetric morphology.
The specific mechanism and dynamics of M. xanthus cell division,
like those of most nonmodel organisms, are not entirely known.
M. xanthus is among many bacteria lacking a clear MinCD system
that drives the recruitment of FtsZ for division. It is known that
the middle of M. xanthus cells is marked by PomZ, which likely
recruits FtsZ (7) for proper division.
M. xanthus has been studied largely as a model organism to
understand cellular motility and the development of self-orga-
nized swarming groups that aggregate to form sporulating fruiting
bodies. Upon starvation, M. xanthus glides in a well-choreo-
graphed manner to aggregate into clusters containing roughly 106
cells, which then develop into M. xanthus fruiting bodies (8–13).
M. xanthus does not move by flagella but displays two distinct
motility phenotypes described as A motility and S motility. Dur-
ing A motility, cells move with or without the company of neigh-
bor cells and do so preferentially in tracks of polysaccharide slime;
the specific mechanism(s) of A motility remains under investiga-
tion, and proposed models include propulsion by slime secretion,
focal adhesions, or a helical motor (14–17). During S motility, M.
xanthus cells attach to other cells by using type IV pili (TFP) at the
leading pole to pull the cell forward when the pilus tips have
bound to exopolysaccharide covering cells ahead (18–20). An-
other important facet of M. xanthus movement is that this bacte-
rium regularly reverses direction (21); during reversal, the leading
and lagging poles switch in seconds (21–23). Reversals have been
traced to the action of a small G-protein switch (24, 25), and these
reversals are induced by the Frz system (26–28). At the core of the
Frz system is a two-component signal transduction system con-
sisting of FrzCD, a methyl-accepting chemoreceptor domain, and
FrzE, a histidine-kinase protein (29–31). The Frz proteins are ho-
mologous to Che proteins that confer swimming chemotaxis on
several bacteria (32, 33). However, the Frz signal-transducing pro-
teins lack an extracellular receptor to confer classical chemotaxis
(26, 29), which is similar to other signal transduction networks,
such as Wsp in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, where the input mecha-
nism has not been fully elucidated (34–36). Several proteins asso-
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ciated with motility and reversals of M. xanthus have been shown
to display localized traits (24, 25, 27, 28, 37–40); however, the
biochemistry and regulation governing motility behavior of M.
xanthus continues to be investigated. The ability to reverse has
been shown to be crucial in maximizing the overall spreading of
M. xanthus populations by minimizing and resolving collisions.
Here we investigatedM. xanthus cell division under conditions
that promote surface motility. We report that cell division and
surface motility are coordinated for the bacterium M. xanthus as
polarity is reset at the time of division. We demonstrate that when
they are surface motile, M. xanthus cells always pause their move-
ment to complete binary cell division. Further, these dividing M.
xanthus cells display asymmetrical properties with respect to in-
herited polarity. After a consistent period, the two progeny cells
are predisposed to resume movement in opposing directions.
These pauses for division dominate over any intercellular interac-
tions, as even cells that are part of a motile cluster of cells will
dissociate and stop prior to cell division. These pausing and po-
larity behaviors involve the Frz reversal proteins FrzCD and FrzE
but are independent of TFP-mediated M. xanthus S motility.
While the timing basis for these division pauses is currently un-
clear, these dividing cells plainly display asymmetric properties
that coincide with cell division. We demonstrate that opposing
polarity of new progeny cells involves an asymmetric distribution
of the G protein RomR as parent cell polar distributions of RomR
become mirrored in new poles initiated at the site of division.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and growth medium. All of the strains of M. xanthus
utilized for this study are included in Table 1. Strains were maintained by
growth on CTT agar plates (41).
Imaging chamber assembly and inoculation. The imaging chambers
used were adapted from the imaging plate complex described by Taylor
and Welch (42). Briefly, we constructed a modified imaging chamber by
using 20-mm-diameter and 2.0-mm-thick Grace Bio-Labs (Bend, OR)
silicone gaskets. Sterile, melted CTT agar (2%) was pipetted into the gas-
ket fixed to a microscope slide. A second microscope slide was place on
top of the gasket, sandwiching the agar and the gasket between two
slides. The assembly was held together by black metal binder clips and
stored at 4°C to cure.
For inoculation, a chamber was moved from 4°C storage and warmed
to room temperature before removal of the top coverslip. Chambers were
inoculated with M. xanthus by using a sterile platinum wire. The uncov-
ered chamber was placed in an empty petri dish and sealed with Parafilm
to limit agar drying. Immediately prior to imaging, a coverslip was placed
on the chamber and pressed firmly around the perimeter to seal the thin
agar disc (a thin liquid layer formed between the coverslip and the agar
disc).
Cell divisionmeasurements. Tracking of cell division was done man-
ually by screening individual frames of time-lapse movies of M. xanthus,
which typically included 50 to 100 cells near the swarm edge in the imag-
ing chambers used. The position, direction, and initial stoppage time of
each parent cell were noted. Dividing cells in which the complete division
sequence could not be chronicled were excluded from further analysis.
The two progeny cells were then designated with respect to the last
known movement direction of the parent cell. The leading half of the cell
was designated the “leading” cell, while the trailing half was designated the
“lagging” cell. The cell was observed until both progeny cells initiated
movement, and the time and direction (with respect to the parent) of each
new cell were recorded. Despite this straightforward approach, interac-
tion of dividing cells with neighboring cells presented the additional chal-
lenge of distinguishing between active movement by any cell from passive
movement brought about by the movement of surrounding cells. To mea-
sure the pause duration of a division, we measured the number of frames
between that last observed motion of the parent cell and the resumption of
motion by either of the two progeny cells (the recorded pause duration
does not include the extra time needed for the second progeny cell to
resume motion).
Polarity inheritance measurements. The polarity of newly divided
cells was compared to the last direction recorded for the predivision par-
ent cell. The polarity of the parent cell was assigned according to the last
observed moving direction. Accordingly, the polarity of the new cells was
assigned on the basis of their initial movement direction in reference to
the parent cell.
We recorded the motility start time of each newly divided cell inde-
pendently. While many division events showed initiation of movement by
both progeny cells in the same frame of the time-lapse data, more than half
of the data showed one progeny cell initiating movement before the other.
To distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous motility, events
were identified as (i) leading cell starting first, (ii) lagging cell starting first,
or (iii) both progeny cells starting together (synchronous). In order to
establish a clear priority among the restarts, a threshold of 30 s between
motility events was chosen before cells were counted as asynchronous.
Dynamic analysis of RomR distribution. RomR-green fluorescent
protein (GFP) was tracked over the length of strain JS1 cell division. Each
predivision sequence was manually delineated from the rest of the image
in all frames. This segmented sequence was then processed by using a
custom Matlab program to assign the delineated cell in each frame to a line
representing the central longitudinal axis of the cell. Separately in ImageJ,
the green fluorescent channel was processed by using the “despeckle”
function, followed by filtering with a Gaussian blur to smooth the image.
The linear distribution of RomR was obtained by averaging the fluores-
cence intensity of RomR-GFP over numerous blocks of three by three
pixels centered on each pixel of the central axis line of a cell. This cell
central axis line was then sectioned into 60 equally spaced points where 0
corresponded to the head (leading pole) of the cell and 1 corresponded to
the tail (lagging pole). After a clear separation of progeny cells, the original
60 points were split into 30 points for each progeny cell, where 0 to 0.5
corresponded to the leading pole and 0.5 to 1 corresponded to the lagging
pole. RomR-GFP intensity was spatially quantified as the fluorescent in-
tensity at each of the 60 points along the 0-to-1.0 relative cell length. The
dynamic intensity was obtained for all of the frames of a time-lapse movie
and plotted by using the surface plot in Matlab.
RomR distribution was also analyzed to consider the relative abun-
dance of RomR over a sequence of a dividing cell and its two progeny cells.
We considered the two (old) poles of the parent cell and the cell midpoint





DK1622 A S; wild-type strain 62
DZ2 A S; wild-type strain 8
DK8621 A S; pilA mutant of DK1622 Kaiser collection,
Wall laboratory
DK7881 Hyporeversing frzE mutant of DK1622 63
DW706 Hyperreversing frzCD mutant of
DK1622 (Mx4 transduction of frzCD::
Tn5-132224)
Wall laboratory
DK1240 A S; cglC6 mutant of DK1622 56
DZ4483 Hyporeversing frzF mutant of DZ2 29
DZ4482 Hyperreversing frzG mutant of DZ2 29
JS1 Pnat-romR-GFP fusion in DK1622
(constructed with pSH1208)
This studya
JS2 Pnat-romR-GFP fusion in DW706
(constructed with pSH1208)
This studya
a Obtained by using the approach described in reference 24.
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from which two new poles will form, the dividing cell midpoint, and the
subsequent two new poles. Localized RomR levels were measured within
areas of 10 by 10 pixels centered on each of these three localization foci.
The mean GFP intensity was measured in the box in each frame of the
image sequence. For these larger-area measurements, background
subtraction was applied to each measurement by selecting a region of
10 by 10 pixels away from the cell. Relative abundance was normalized
by dividing each measurement (three compartments, 48 frames) by the
mean RomR-GFP intensity measured in frame 1 of the lagging-pole
compartment of the predivision images. For the postdivision se-
quence, we normalize by dividing each measurement (two compart-
ments, 30 frames) by the mean RomR-GFP intensity in frame 6 of the
lagging cell’s new pole compartment (i.e., the first frame where the two
poles are distinguishable).
The ratio of the intensities of the leading and lagging poles was aver-
aged over multiple frames prior to the point of separation. Contact with
neighboring cells (and thus RomR signal coming from other cells) inter-
fered with measurements during the division pause, limiting the number
of frames available for certain division sequences. Following division, the
first four frames in which the two new poles could be distinguished were
used to get the average ratio of the leading cell’s new pole to the lagging
cell’s new pole.
Growth rate. The surface growth rate of each strain was obtained by
quantifying fluorescence over time by a fluorescence-imaging method
(43). Briefly, M. xanthus colonies were grown on one 150-mm CTT agar
(1.5%) plate containing 8l/100 ml of Syto64 bacterial-staining dye (Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY). Fluorescent images of swarm plates
were acquired with a Carestream Multispectral FX imaging station (Car-
estream Health, Woodbridge, CT) by using excitation and emission wave-
lengths of 590 and 670 nm, respectively. Time-lapse images of the whole
plate were recorded every 10 min. The growth rate of each strain was
determined by calculating the mean fluorescent intensity of three repli-
cates of each strain.
Velocitymeasurements. Fifteen to 20 cells of each strain were tracked
manually by using the ImageJ plugin MtrackJ from a representative time-
lapse data set. The leading edge of a tracked cell was identified in approx-
imately 40 successive frames to calculate the average velocity of each
tracked cell. The average velocity of the strain was then determined by
averaging the velocities of all of the tracked cells. Because of the hyperre-
versing attributes of frzCD mutant strain DW706, only 10 to 15 frames
could typically be tracked before the cell reversed direction—for this
strain, fewer frames (i.e., 10 to 15) were tracked, so more cells (i.e., 30)
were used to calculate the average cell velocity. These measured velocities
were representative of the cell speeds of these strains when they were
grown and imaged in our chambers described above. Certainly, some
differences in cell speed can be expected from previous reports in the
literature, given the different environmental conditions of our chamber
experiments. However, all of the cell speed data presented here provide
the relative speeds of strains examined in this work, which was conducted
under the same conditions as the division measurements.
Expansion measurements. The expansion or swarming rate of each
strain was obtained by a protocol similar to that used in reference 44. A
fresh agar plate was stab inoculated with a platinum wire containing grow-
ing M. xanthus cells. Over the course of 1 to 2 weeks, the diameters of the
expanding colonies were measured with a ruler.
Statistical analysis. The pause durations of the M. xanthus strains
studied were analyzed with analysis of variance (anova1) to determine
that the different data sets do not have the same distribution. To deter-
mine which strains were significantly different from each other, a mean
comparison (multcompare function in Matlab, which used results from
anova1) was used to determine whether or not the 95% confidence inter-
vals of the means of any two strains overlapped. Nonoverlapping intervals
were recognized as significantly differing.
RESULTS
M. xanthus cells pause to divide. While imaging M. xanthus
growing under nutrient-rich, motility-favoring conditions by us-
ing time-lapse microscopy, we observed that motile cells stop as a
precursor step to binary cell division. Figure 1 shows a represen-
tative example where a motile M. xanthus cell pauses and remains
paused until it has completed binary division (for a movie of the
entire time-lapse series, see Movie S1 in the supplemental mate-
rial). We subsequently probed for M. xanthus cell division events
by systematically analyzing the movement of approximately
12,000 cells. While similar stoppage of predivision cells has been
observed previously by Reichenbach et al. (45), our analysis shows
that this is not an occasional or random event. Every dividing cell
(n  558) in our experiments paused prior to this division—no
cells were observed to divide while motile. On average, for two
common M. xanthus wild-type strains, DK1622 and DZ2, these
motility pauses were approximately 19 min in duration before the
two daughter cells resumed movement (Table 2). Further, only
predivision cells paused for these extended durations. Motile,
nondividing cells that stopped (either to reverse direction or con-
tinue in the same direction) all exhibited a pause duration of less
than 1 min, which is in the range of reversal pauses that have been
specifically measured previously (46, 47).
The requirement and duration of these pauses are notably un-
affected by physical interactions with other M. xanthus cells. Pre-
division cells that are moving over surfaces in clusters dissociate
from clusters and stop. Yet this stoppage is not a rigid, immovable
fixation of cells to the surface, as stopped cells can be “jostled” or
partially displaced. In general, however, predivision cells are no-
tably unaffected by physical interactions with other M. xanthus
cells. Dividing cells located within either low- or moderate-den-
sity populations show the same behavior as isolated cells. Key
stages showing active motility, pausing of motility, interaction of
paused cells with other motile cells, cell division, and resumption
of motility after division for four different parent cells in the same
field of view are included in Fig. 2 (for the entire sequence, see
Movie S2 in the supplemental material). We found that group
interactions are secondary to unicellular behavior associated with
M. xanthus cell division—pausing for cell division was dominant
over any intercellular interaction. Additionally, no distinction in
the pausing behavior was found between dividing cells that were
FIG 1 Sequence of motility pausing and cell division in one representative M.
xanthus DK8621 cell. From the start of tracking (0 min), the cell moves in
several directions, stops movement at 6.3 min, and divides at roughly 25 min
and cells are clearly motile at 28.3 min. Scale bar, 10 m.
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in contact with other cells and dividing cells that were isolated.
While predivision cells that stop do not remain absolutely fixed to
the surface, these cells do not join in clusters of motile cells upon
cell-cell contact, as their neighbors do (see Movie S2). Clearly,
these predivision cells are able to dissociate from exopolysaccha-
ride-, cell wall-, and pilus-dependent associations of not just their
own but also other cells to facilitate these pauses. In all of the
dividing cells we tracked in our experiments, the behavior and
regulation of cell division were dominant over numerous motility
and cell-cell phenotypes that have been documented under simi-
lar growth conditions.
Predivision pauses involve Frz but are independent of Smo-
tility. We tracked the motility and divisions of selected motility
mutants to probe for factors that are important to the regulation
of these predivision pauses. Because these strains are known to
display differing motility and growth characteristics, we measured
the motility and growth attributes of these strains under the
growth conditions used in these experiments (Table 2). Of the
mutants examined, only the frzE and frzCD mutants show a
significant deviation in stoppage from wild-type cells—the predi-
vision pauses of thefrzE andfrzCD mutant strains were 26.5
0.9 and 22.3  1.0 min, respectively (Fig. 3). The predivision
pauses of the frzF and frzG mutant strains are statistically sim-
ilar to those of the wild-type strains. Similar pausing behavior is
also detailed for a pilA mutant strain that has no TFP; thus, TFP
are not needed for this behavior and likely function only after cell
division is complete.
Differences in gliding speed, swarm expansion rate, or growth
rate did not correlate with the length of the predivisional pause. As
we have described above, the pause durations for the division
events of DK1622 wild-type, DZ2 wild-type, and DK8621 pilA S
motility mutant cells are essentially the same (	19 min). Because
these strains are known to display differing motility and growth
characteristics, we measured both the motility and growth attri-
butes of these strains under the growth conditions used in these
experiments (Table 2). No attribute or pattern emerged that cor-
relates with the pause duration for division, and we are unable to
explain the notable variation in the pause periods of these predi-
vision cells (Fig. 3). The surface growth rate of DK1622 (and
DK1622 mutant) cells is marginally lower than that of DZ2 cells
under the growth conditions used here, which is comparable to
other studies (48–51). The minimum doubling times of DK1622
and DZ2 are 4.8 0.6 and 3.6 0.1 h, respectively.
Dividing cells inherit polarity. We demonstrate that after M.










DK1622 18.3 0.8 (101) 5.04 0.37 (19) 1.34 0.25 4.8 0.6
DZ2 19.7 0.8 (90) 4.61 0.62 (15) 1.60 0.49 3.6 0.1
pilA mutant DK8621 17.2 0.8 (97) 2.95 0.67 (15) 0.90 0.24 4.4 0.4
frzE mutant DK7881 26.5 0.9 (73) 2.01 0.58 (15) 0.85 0.21 4.1 0.7
frzCD mutant DW706 22.3 1.0 (55) 2.78 0.68 (30) 0c 4.1 0.3
frzF mutant DZ4483 17.7 0.8 (83) Not measured 0.63d Not measured
frzG mutant DZ4482 21.1 1.0 (59) Not measured 1.45d Not measured
a Pause durations are average values 1 standard error. All other values are averages 1 standard deviation. The values in parentheses are numbers of cells tracked.
b Calculated from three replicates of each strain.
c DW706 exhibits no overall expansion when hyperreversing—all replicates showed no expansion.
d Measured in reference 44.
FIG 2 Sequence of motility pausing and cell division in four M. xanthus DZ2
cells within a group. Initially (0 to 2.8 min), all of the cells are motile. At 5.3
min, the cells colored blue, red, and yellow have stopped. The green cell stops
by 6.8 min, while many other cells remain motile. From 6.8 to 18.0 min, these
colored cells do not actively move but are subject to numerous interactions
with surrounding active cells (black arrows)—this results in some change in
the position of the paused cells. At 20.5 min, the blue cells have divided and
initiated motility. The remaining colored cells initiate motility by 32.0 min.
Scale bar, 10 m.
FIG 3 Duration of motility pauses at the time of M. xanthus cell division. The
mean value of each strain is indicated by the 
, and error bars show the
standard error of the 95% confidence interval determined by comparison of
the mean values of all of the data points.
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xanthusbinary cell division is complete and progeny cells separate,
they are programmed to move in opposite directions. Newly di-
vided cells were categorized according to their direction of move-
ment. In both the wild-type andpilA mutant strains, the leading
cell (in reference to the orientation of the predivision cell) moved
in the same direction as the parent cell and the lagging cell moved
in the opposite direction in approximately 90% of the recorded
events (Fig. 4). In nearly all of the remaining events (	10% of the
total), the two progeny cells initiated movement in the same di-
rection (see Movie S3 in the supplemental material), with no ob-
vious bias toward the leading or lagging cell direction. In just 1 out
of 288 division events tracked in these strains, a “crossing” phe-
notype was observed where the leading and lagging cells crossed
each other. No distinct bias was apparent in the timing of move-
ment after division, as progeny cell pairs resumed movement with
either cell starting first or progeny cells initiating movement at the
same time (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Two of the
four Frz system reversal mutants also showed markedly less asym-
metry of motility polarity; these frzCD and frzE mutant progeny
cells were as likely to initiate movement in the direction of the
parent (leading) cell as to move in opposite directions (Fig. 4). The
frzG and frzF mutant progeny cells exhibit the same initial move-
ment patterns as the wild type.
DistributionofRomRis asymmetric innewpoles at division.
Our analysis detected no unique behavioral traits (such as a
change in velocity) in predivision or newly divided cells in com-
parison to other M. xanthus cells. However, we found that the
intracellular localization of motility proteins was cued with
the pausing of predivision cells. We investigated the dynamics of
the protein RomR during cell division; RomR is known to interact
with both the Frz system and the G-protein switch of MglA/MglB
that mediate M. xanthus reversals (27, 28) and is thought to be-
come localized to poles when nonphosphorylated but to be re-
leased from poles when phosphorylated (52). Inspection of
RomR-GFP fusions showed that recruitment of RomR to the mid-
dle of predivisional cells begins shortly after a mother cell pauses
motility for division (Fig. 5; for the entire time-lapse series, see
Movie S4 in the supplemental material). This recruitment of
RomR to the site of division occurs while the distribution of
RomR at the poles of the parent cell (showing higher levels
of RomR present at the lagging pole) is nearly static. Most remark-
ably, the recruitment of RomR at the site of division shows a strik-
FIG 4 Initial motility directions of both progeny cells with reference to the parent cell as a percentage of the total number of division events of each individual
strain. “Opposing,” cells initiate motility in opposing directions where the leading cell inherits the motility direction of the parent cell. “Both leading,” both cells
initiate motility in the direction of the parent cell. “Both lagging,” both cells initiate motility in the direction opposite that of the parent cell. “Crossing,” cells
initiate motility in opposing directions where the lagging cell inherits the motility direction of the parent cell.
FIG 5 Dynamic distribution of RomR-GFP during the division of a representative cell (colored red) that was initially moving left to right. (A) Fluorescence
intensity of RomR-GFP along a dividing cell (longitudinal axis) over time. Cell motility pauses at 2.5 min, and progeny cells initiate motility at 22.5 min. After
division, the leading cell (green) moves to the right while the lagging cell (blue) moves to the left. (B to E) Transmission detection image, green fluorescent image,
and merged image with delineated cell morphology at 5.75 min (B), 17.0 min (C), 23.25 min (D), and 26.5 min (E).
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ing asymmetry between the two progeny cells. The level of asym-
metry in RomR distribution at the old poles of the parent cell
becomes mirrored in the new poles at the site of division, which we
measured by using RomR-GFP (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental
material). While the actual RomR leading/lagging pole ratio varies
(from 0.43 to 0.83), the mirroring of these levels in new progeny
cells is very consistent (ratio of 1.06  0.2 new poles inheriting
old-pole RomR in both progeny cells). The RomR-GFP level at the
cell midpoint increases from 20 to 40% (relative to the lagging
pole) during the pause. As the progeny cells begin to pull apart, the
new lagging cell (which initiates movement in the opposite direc-
tion) exhibits much higher levels of RomR at the newly formed
pole than at the new pole of the leading cell. Thus, RomR is pref-
erentially directed to a specific side at the site of division while the
relative abundance of RomR at the previous cell poles is essentially
unchanged. Furthermore, the RomR-GFP level at the new pole of
the leading cell is approximately 45% of that at the new pole of the
lagging cell for the first minute after separation. The RomR-GFP
of this lagging-cell new pole then abruptly doubles. Such front-
abundant distributions of RomR within motile cells are counter-
intuitive to our current understanding of the role of RomR in
establishing the polarity of motility of M. xanthus (27, 53). Previ-
ously, it would have been predicted that RomR should be most
abundant at the rear pole of motile cells. Here we noted that the
newly divided lagging cell initiates opposing motility despite hav-
ing lower levels of RomR at the newly formed lagging pole than at
the leading pole (i.e., the previously lagging pole of the parent
cell). Also, the leading cell, which retains the same polarity as the
parent cell, is able to resume motility in this direction despite a
lack of RomR abundance at the cell rear. Thus, RomR appears to
be needed to establish motility in a new direction but not to re-
sume an existing polarity. After 3 to 5 min of motion postdivision,
the lagging pole of each of these progeny cells establishes a RomR
level greater than or equal to that at the leading pole.
The necessity of proper RomR accumulation at the poles to set
opposing polarities in new progeny cells was confirmed by mon-
itoring RomR-GFP in a frzCD mutant strain. In a frzCD mutant
background, M. xanthus progeny cells do not necessarily move in
opposing directions (Fig. 4) and the Frz system that guides RomR
accumulation is disrupted (27, 28). We found that the localization
of RomR in a frzCD mutant was altered throughout the cell cycle
as RomR clusters were observed at multiple locations within all of
the cells in a field of view (Fig. 6). In addition to RomR-GFP
localized to poles at various ratios, a total of three or four RomR
accumulation sites were observed. Thus, a proper polarity of
RomR is never established and progeny cells have a more random
polarity after division (see Movie S5 in the supplemental mate-
rial). Over time, the highest-intensity RomR-GFP does not appre-
ciably oscillate in this frzCD mutant strain as in the wild type,
suggesting that disassembly of RomR puncta is distorted in this
frzCD mutant background.
DISCUSSION
Using high-resolution time-lapse microscopy to image the motil-
ity of approximately 12,000 M. xanthus cells, we found that all
dividing cells paused prior to division. We confirmed this behav-
ior for the most commonly studied M. xanthus wild-type back-
grounds, DK1622 and DZ2. Our analysis detected no unique traits
in predivision cells prior to their pausing or in new motile progeny
cells in comparison to the otherM. xanthus cells. We further dem-
onstrated that after division, progeny cells move in opposing di-
rections. These pausing and polarity behaviors involve the Frz
cascade, as frzCD and frzEmutations disrupted these patterns. We
conclude that this behavior involves M. xanthus A motility, as a
pilA-deficient S motility mutant exhibited the same behavior as
the wild type.
The requirement and duration of these pauses were notably
unaffected by physical interactions with other M. xanthus cells.
This suggests a layer of complexity in the associations of M. xan-
thus and other organisms that has not been considered previ-
ously—promotion of intercellular activity by neighboring cells
can be both blocked and undone by predivision cells. Several stud-
ies have shown the importance of different biochemical and phys-
ical components that promote cell-cell interaction (11, 18, 21, 22,
44, 54–56), group alignment (21, 44, 56), and group motility (19,
20, 44, 57, 58) of M. xanthus. However, our results show that
pausing for cell division dominates over any tested intercellular
interactions, with no distinction between the pausing behavior of
dividing cells that were in contact with other cells and that of
dividing cells that were isolated. Clearly, predivision cells are able
to dissociate from the polysaccharide-, cell wall-, and pilus-depen-
dent associations of not just their own but also other cells to facil-
itate these pauses. This suggests a layer of complexity in such as-
sociations that has not been considered previously—we found
that the behavior and regulation of cell division are dominant over
numerous motility and cell-cell phenotypes such that promotion
of intercellular activity by neighboring cells can be both blocked
and undone by predivision cells. While these predivision pauses
were independent of S motility, any pilus-mediated effects actu-
ally appear to be negated as M. xanthus pauses for division.
While mostM. xanthusprogeny cells displayed these asymmet-
ric polarity traits, the timing of their movement showed no clear
pattern. After division, the predominant phenotype observed was
for both cells to initiate movement at essentially the same time.
The novelty of this synchronous or unfavored timing is not yet
clear, as few studies have examined the onset of motility in newly
divided cells. Certainly, Caulobacter crescentus shows highly asyn-
chronous behavior, as one attached cell yields one motile cell dur-
ing division (1). Somewhat similarly, it has been shown that one
divided cell of the TFP-motile bacterium P. aeruginosa remains
attached in surface-attached division events while the other may
be motile (59).
The specific mechanism and dynamics of M. xanthus cell divi-
sion, like those of most nonmodel organisms, are not entirely
FIG 6 Multipoint accumulation of RomR-GFP in M. xanthus frzCD mutant
strain JS2. Shown from left to right are the transmission detection image high-
lighting a paused predivision cell and two other cells, the fluorescence channel
showing RomR-GFP, and the merged image with the cell delineation overlay
highlighting the three or four RomR accumulation sites of each of these cells.
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known.M. xanthus is among many bacteria lacking a clear MinCD
system that drives the recruitment of FtsZ for division. It is known
that the middle of M. xanthus cells is marked by the ParA-like
protein PomZ (7). There is support for an association of PomZ
with setting of M. xanthus motility, as pomZ (originally annotated
as agmE) was originally identified as a partial A motility mutation.
We describe the resetting of M. xanthus polarity at division by
correlating the accumulation of RomR at newly formed cell poles
with cell division (Fig. 7). Our results are consistent with an ex-
planation that pausing of motility is a well-ordered step of the cell
cycle. Recent evidence of the detailed orchestration of ParA/ParB
important to chromosomal segregation suggests a distinct cycle of
approximately 4 h where division into two cells accounts for 30 to
60 min (60, 61). On the basis of our results, we link cell division
with the establishment of opposing motility polarity in progeny
cells by considering the possible RomR distribution scenarios. We
assume that sufficient phosphorylated RomR is diffused freely
throughout the cell (Fig. 7). As the motility of these predivision
cells is paused, we deduce from our experiments that RomR has
not yet begun to accumulate via dephosphorylation at the site of
division (Fig. 5) but continues to diffuse freely in the phosphory-
lated state. However, we propose that diffusion across the entire
predivisional cell starts to become limited at this stage (Fig. 7C)
because of the constriction of cell division, limiting flow between
the two cell ends. This constriction also introduces a morphology
change as curvature at the predivisional cell middle is initiat-
ed—we propose that RomR recognizes some component of this
developing cell pole, as it must recognize existing poles. This may
be directly associated with M. xanthus ParA, which is known to
localize to cell poles and sites of division (60, 61). While diffusion
of RomR continues, the level of asymmetry in RomR distribution
at the old poles of the parent cell is mirrored in the new poles at the
site of division, which we measured by using RomR-GFP (see Fig.
S2 in the supplemental material). While the actual ratio of mea-
sured leading/lagging pole RomR levels of any single cell varies
(from 0.43 to 0.83), the mirroring of these levels from parent to
progeny cells is very consistent (ratio of 1.06  0.2 new poles
inheriting old-pole RomR in both progeny cells). Upon the com-
pletion of cell division, the accumulation of RomR in the lagging
cell is sufficient to recruit MglB to initiate a new direction, ex-
plaining why we saw progeny cells move away from each other
following division.
Morphologically symmetrical M. xanthus cells inherit a clear
asymmetry in the distribution of proteins that confer their motil-
ity. We propose that this asymmetry is mirrored at the parent cell
midpoint because of the process of division to explain the oppos-
ing polarity we observed when division was complete. This pro-
posed mechanism would be sensitive at the time of motility paus-
ing to the distribution of RomR, which is known to switch from
the asymmetric pattern to a short-lived symmetric pattern to the
opposite asymmetric pattern during cell directional reversals (52).
Thus, disruption of the Frz system, which affects reversal timing,
would be expected to disrupt the polarity pattern inherited by
daughter cells, as seen in our experiments. Because most cell types
are symmetrical, like the M. xanthus cells we examined here, gain-
ing more insight into the coordination cascade that regulates this
phenotype may useful in understanding other processes that are
associated with cell division.
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